Information
Dear guests,
this summer many constructions are
going on in the area.
To make your journey easier,
we have enclosed some information
for your trip to Bad Wildbad.

CURRENT CONSTRUCTION SITES
AROUND BAD WILDBAD
In Höfen, the center of the village/B294
is presumably until 30.09.2022
under construction.
Due to the one-sided closure
with a traffic light solution, increased
waiting times are to be expected at
peak times and on weekends.
In the period 28/07 - 10/09/22 a full closure of the town center is planned.
The L76b state road from Gernsbach im Murgtal to Kaltenbronn is also fully closed until probably
November 25th, 2022. Here, the last section behind Reichental is being rehabilitated. The detour
leads via Forbach and Besenfeld or Loffenau and Bad Herrenalb.
Access to the Kaltenbronn hiking area and information center is still possible from the Enztal.
OUR RECOMMENDATION
Arriving from the north via the A5 freeway
We recommend to change to the A8 in Karlsruhe until the exit Pforzheim-West. Then drive via
Büchenbronn (L562) to Schömberg and further to Oberreichenbach (L346). Here you will meet the
B296 in the direction of Calmbach/Bad Wildbad.
Arriving from the south via the A5 freeway
We recommend that you leave the A5 at Appenweier and take the B28 to Freudenstadt. Via the
B294 in the direction of Pforzheim you will reach Bad Wildbad and Calmbach.
Arriving from the east via the A8 freeway
Here we recommend to leave the A8 already in Leonberg-West and to follow the B295 and B296
direction Calw. You will reach Bad Wildbad/Calmbach via Oberreichenbach.
Puplic transport to Bad Wildbad
The S6 takes you from Pforzheim directly to the heart of the city.
During your stay you can use the public transport free of charge with the KONUS guest card in the
entire Black Forest.

